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Hong Kong is undergoing a remarkable transformation in such aspects as politics, 
economy and culture, since it officially returned to China on July 1, 1997. Facing the 
radical change caused by Hong Kong’s return, Hong Kong people show the complex 
cultural mentality, especially on the issue of how to interact with the mainland. As a 
result, Hong Kong needs to build a brand-new image of mainland. 
In the post-1997 era, the Hong Kong Film changed society’s imagination on the 
mainland into a more specific image, and they help us to understand and interpret how 
Hong Kong films are building the mainland image. This paper concentrates on the 
Hong Kong movies produced after Hong Kong’s return, and using the element of "the 
mainland" as a breakthrough point to discuss the topic such as how the post-1997 
Hong Kong Film is trying to build the image of China, how to interact with this image, 
and what kind of cultural connotation is contained in the image construction. 
This paper selected 25 representative post-1997 Hong Kong films as the research 
subjects, using the film theory, post-colonial theory and some other related theory to 
make a analysis and summary on the mainland image in post-1997 Hong Kong films, 
combined with the Hong Kong social factors such as economy, politics. The 
post-1997 Hong Kong film has treated the mainland as “others”, but not in a full sense. 
Film produced by mainland landscape of old miss Hong Kong, Hong Kong people ask 
myself and roots consciousness constantly strengthen, and indirectly expressed his 
dissatisfaction with modern society. Hidden already a long time in the national 
discourse began to voice, Hong Kong movies show more obvious political narrative. 
Through to the mainland to show "otherness", Hong Kong movies in economic status, 
historical trace and political legitimacy identity appeared in three aspects of evolution. 
The image of the mainlander in Hong Kong films is also changing from 
“heterogeneous others” to “flexible others”. Cultural sense of the word entirely 
exclusive feeling no longer exists . And the "other" in mainland will also has been 















premise and necessary condition in Hong Kong.  
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身份认同一词源于拉丁文 idem，后来发展为英语中的 identity 一词。学者们
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